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Four regional faculty Institutes will be funded to provide training and support to

higher education faculty so that they can do a better job providing inservice to

early intervention practitioners. Four years ago when that message came out of

the Office of Special Education Programs at the U.S. Department of Education,

many interested grantwriters thought there was an error. Surely OSEP meant to

say "preservice." When it became clear that inservice was not a typo, all of us

involved in responding to the grant opportunity for four regional faculty institutes

were aware of the immense challenges we faced.

We all knew that institutions of higher education are among the most resistant

and difficult organizations to change. We knew that university faculty are not

rewarded for providing inservice training for early interventionists. In fact, it is not

part of the average faculty job description. We also knew that many direct service

providers and state agency representatives were skeptical about the ability of

some faculty to stay up to date and be resources to inservice education. If we

accepted OSEP's challenge, we would be attempting to make dramatic changes in

how these institutions and agencies operate. We would be attempting to forge

alliances between higher education and state agencies. As we discussed these

formidable tasks, an analogy came to mindit was like trying to arrange a

marriage between two people who did not even want to go on a blind date!

However, the more we thought about the personnel development challenges

facing the field, the more we appreciated the wisdom of OSEP in forcing us to

tackle the "tower-trench" gap. The new-found appreciation of OSEP's wisdom did

not make the task any easier, simply more compelling.

Once the award announcement was made, the Directors of the newly funded

Institutes knew that collaboration across the Institutes would be essential if the

challenges were to be mastered. Even though collaboration was not specified in

the Request for Proposals from OSEP, there was a general consensus among us all

that we needed to work together on all fronts...in sharing successes and failures,

in considering how we might measure nationwide impact, in discussing how to

"institutionalize" changes that might take place as a result of our efforts. We did

not want to be another flash in the pana good idea that goes away when the

grant money ends. Over the three years of funding, our collaborative activities

took on many forms:

Holding cross-Institute meetings to share information

Developing evaluation measures that could be used across Institutes

Developing cross-Institute presentations for national conferences

Creating this monograph to summarize our work



Our collaboration was encouraged and supported in critical ways. Martha Bryan,

OSEP Project Officer to the four Institutes during our first two years of funding,

provided strong support and participated actively in our discussions and meet-

ings. Lee Coleman, who inherited us when Martha left OSEP, continued to provide

encouragement. NEC*TAS, specifically Nancy Fire, Joicey Hurth, and Pat Trohanis,

facilitated our meetings and the development of this monograph. The enthusiasm

of the faculty, state agency personnel, practitioners, and families with whom we

worked "fueled our fire" and helped us know that we were on the right track.

A frequent message to state groups was an acknowledgement that an Institute

was a small grain of sand in comparison to the ongoing efforts and initiatives in a

given state. We wanted this small but potentially helpful opportunity to be a

catalyst for states' moving in directions that were important to key stakeholders in

each state. A parent of a young child with a disability said to me, "the grain of

sand can become a pearl if it is properly nurtured:' We have convincing evidence

that many "pearls" of innovative, creative, personnel development activities have

been started by the four Institutes. The efforts will continue because of the commit-

ment of faculty, families, state agencies, and practitioners to work as partners in

creating better systems of personnel development in their states. The relationships

that were formed in states among these stakeholder groups is our best insurance

that the Institute efforts will continue. Has there been a marriage? Not yet, but we

think a courtship has been started that has great promise.

Pamela J. Winton
Frank Porter Graham Child Development Center

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
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Problem-solving and
sharing information about

personnel preparation
challenges was an integral

feature of the Institutes.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Kathy Hebbeler

ART H OF THE INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES EDUCATION ACT Was designed to

assist states in building a family-focused, multidisciplinary, coordinated

system of services and supports for infants and toddlers with disabilities

and their families. Implementing this vision requires increasing the number of

service providers who are skilled in their own professional areas as well as

knowledgeable about delivering services in ways that are family-centered and

culturally competent. Many service providers in the field were trained prior to the

1986 passage of Part H. While they may be familiar with their own discipline they

are less familiar with the philosophical orientation toward service delivery embod-

ied in Part H. Inservice training affords these practitioners the necessary opportu-

nity to update their knowledge and skills.

Similarly, many faculty in institutions of higher education received their own

training under the "old way" of providing early intervention services. For example,

their own training probably emphasized discipline-specific rather than interdiscipli-

nary service provision; child-centered rather than family-centered services; and

center-based, self-containted services rather than service provision in inclusive

settings within local communities. Not only are these faculty training the next

generation of service providers, but also are involved in inservice training for

individuals already providing services to infants, toddlers and their families.

Faculty, however, much like the practitioners in the field, need additional support

and technical assistance to upgrade their skills in order to more effectively provide

training consistent with the type of service delivery envisioned by Part H.

In 1992, the Office of Special Education in the U.S.

Department of Education funded four projects for a

three-year period to increase the participation of

higher education faculty in inservice training for

personnel in early intervention. The purpose of

these projects was to develop, implement, evaluate,

and disseminate models for training faculty from 2-

year and 4-year colleges and universities to provide

inservice training for early intervention service

providers. Each project was required to enhance

faculty expertise through the utilization of state-of-

the-art information related to Part H and innovative

training resources and modules.



The projects were required to develop and evaluate curricula for use by faculty

members in some or all of the disciplines involved in early intervention. These

curricular materials were required to include discipline specific as well as

multidisciplinary content related to Individualized Family Service Plans, service

coordination, family-focused-intervention, collaboration, and other relevant topics

in early intervention.

Projects were also to:

conduct an assessment of the needs and priorities of early intervention service

providers and faculty

develop a feasible plan to address needs and priorities

construct and implement a training model for faculty members using one or

more delivery methods

support the training of early interventionists by these faculty members

This executive summary describes the projects, some of their accomplishments

and what was learned about enhancing faculty capacity to provide inservice

training in early intervention. Each of the projects served a region of the country.

The Institute at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill served the southeast

region, Temple University served the northeast region, the University of Minnesota

served the midwest region, and University of Colorado served the western region.

Each of the projects developed a unique model for training faculty to provide

inservice training to service providers.



Southeast Region

uf-JD q Puerto Rico
q Virgin islands

Time for brainstorming about
state issues was a feature of

the Institutes.

The project at the University of North Carolina, known as the Southeastern
institute for Faculty Training (SOFT), was based on a systems change model

that included seven components. These components were stakeholder support

and vision, leadership commitment at the state level, a needs assessment of state

needs and individual faculty needs, a provision of information and activities to

meet needs, an action plan for implementation, follow-up during implementation,

and evaluation and monitoring. SIFT worked with sets of 5 states over each of the

three years of the project.

The process followed by SIFT began in a state by asking the Part H coordinator in

the lead agency and the director of the University Affiliated Programs (UAP) to

identify a group of key leaders in personnel preparation to attend a 1-2 day meeting

to be held in their state. These groups ranged in size from 7 to 52 across the 15

states. In each state, these leaders met to identify existing personnel initiatives, to

develop a vision and plan for future personnel preparation activities in their state

and to identify a group of faculty members from institutions of higher education who

would receive future training! These individuals completed a needs assessment

which was used to shape a four day faculty training Institute held by SIFT.

The training Institute consisted of 30-35 different sessions organized around the early

intervention content areas identified through the state and individual needs assess-

ment. Sessions were co-facilitated by a parent and a professional or by interdisciplinary

teams whenever possible to model interdisciplinary and family-professional collabora-

tion. Plans were developed by faculty participants that identified how they would

apply what they learned through SIFT. State level action plans were developed as were

individual action plans. Across all plans, a total of 1001 individual goals for applying

what was learned were identified. A newsletter was published twice each year and 6-

month follow-up meetings in each state facilitated ongoing information and

resource sharing. The newsletter which has continued to be published is

currently received by 1,100 subscribers. In addition, 6-month follow-up

surveys and telephone interviews with each faculty member provided data

about long-term impact. SIFT also created an interactive library of training

resources which was transported to the training Institutes. Materials were

catalogued in a Resource Guide that contained a description of the material

and ordering information. Checklists of quality indicators related to

preservice and inservice training were developed as part of the model. A

description of the products produced by SIFT and the other Institutes can be

found at the end of this summary.

'SIFT defined "faculty" in an inclusive fashion so that practica supervisors and adjunct instructors were

included to ensure the presence of direct service providers. In addition, SIFT required that multiple

disciplik0, family members and minorities were represented on the faculty teams.

1 0



Northeast
Region

The Northeastern Early Intervention Faculty Training Institute was
designed as three subregions with a director for each of those regions (New

England, Northeast, and Middle Atlantic). Teams that included at minimum, a

parent of a young child with a disability, the Part H Coordinator, and a university

faculty member were formed in each state. These ongoing teams, a sequenced set

of goals, common to all teams, and individualized objectives, unique to particular

state teams, were the core of the Institute's model. The model included the

following components: a) common and individualized team goals; b) implementa-

tion by interdisciplinary state teams across time; c) regional team network for

colleague assistance and support; and d) technical assistance and support from

the Institute staff. The Institute's model addressed the following goals: a) establish

and implement state teams to promote and increase personnel preparation

activities within each state by impacting on state interdisciplinary faculty and both

current and future practitioners; and b) develop and disseminate training materi-

als, resources, and supports for use by the state teams.

State teams were responsible for: a) finding out about and linking with the state's

CSPD efforts; b) arranging and conducting meetings of interdisciplinary faculty

across the state; c) determining topics of interest within the state so that training

materials and other resources could be developed by Institute staff and consult-

ants for dissemination through the state teams; and d) establishing and imple-

menting individualized state teams goals and activities. Teams were provided with

technical assistance, support, data, information, and materials by the Institute staff

and through a network of all teams within the Northeast region. Members came

together as group twice yearly to share information about state activities and

strategies, focus on topics of regional interest and need (e.g., CSPD; addressing

therapy shortages), and learn new training information. A majority of the team

members remained consistent throughout the three-year duration of the Institute.

State teams carried out activities common to all teams as well as activities that

had been individually designed to address issues and concerns within each state.

A needs assessment was carried out by Institute staff and provided data used by

the state teams to build initial collaborative relationships with and among interdis-

ciplinary faculty within each state. An emphasis in these meetings was on ways in

which information about early intervention and its underlying concepts (e.g.,

parent involvement; family-centered care) could be infused into existing basic

discipline preparation coursework. Teams were provided with training modules

that were distributed to faculty attending the meetings. The second activity was to

learn more about personnel preparation activities within each state and to use this

information to develop individual goals for the state. During the second and third

year of the Institute, teams held additional meetings with faculty within their state,

identified additional areas in which topical modules and other information would

be helpful, and began to work with state faculty to develop and implement

innovative ways of training personnel in early intervention. In some instances, this

required restructuring existing state activities and priorities; capacity building was

required in other instances. Team activities during the third year of the Institute



Midwest Region

1

focused on institutionalizing activities past the end of the three-year funding cycle

for the Institute through the state's CSPD committees (or other state-specific

mechanisms) and on continued implementation of state specific goals. State teams

were encouraged during the second and third years to apply for minigrants

through the Institute to support special initiatives developed for their states.

Throughout the three-year team process, Institute directors and the coordinator

provided support and technical assistance to state team members, developed and

disseminated a wide variety of materials, resources, and information to the state

teams to use in addressing state goals, and hosted a series of meetings to provide

opportunities for teams to acquire additional information and expertise about

personnel issues and to network with each other. Emphasized throughout the

three-year duration of the Institute was an approach of parent/professional

collaboration and increased expertise and effectiveness of state teams. Products

developed included several reports and a series of topical modules designed to be

infused into courses within preparation programs of many different disciplines or

to be used as a basis for professional development.

The Midwestern Consortium for Faculty Development (MCFD) involved a
consortium of faculty from University of Minnesota, the University of Wisconsin, the

University of Illinois, and Iowa State University. This faculty Institute was grounded

in principles that included a conceptualization of training for early intervention

professionals along a continuum ranging from preservice to inservice, the involve-

ment of parents as partners in all aspects of early intervention training, and a

process that would be responsive to an individual state's needs and circumstances.

MCFD held Summer Training Institutes every year for teams of 6 to 20 partici-

pants from each state in the region. Teams were nominated by each state's Part H

coordinator and included higher education faculty and administrators from a

variety of disciplines, state Part H representatives and staff involved with the

state's Comprehensive System of Personnel Development (CSPD), parent trainers,

representatives of each state's University Affiliated Programs, and other trainers.

The Institutes were designed to model the training ideas and methods that were

taught such as including parents as co-trainers. Each state team worked together

during the Institute to develop an Individualized State Training Plan containing

goals and action steps to be completed during the coming year. The state team

was responsible for carrying out the work begun at the Institute and reporting

back at the following year's Institute.

MCFD created a Management Team of faculty from the four cooperating institu-

tions and parents who were involved in training early intervention professionals in

their state. The Management Team was involved in planning, implementing, and

evaluating the Summer Training Institutes. The annual needs assessments and

post-Institutes self-assessments were used to plan each Institute. A faculty mem-

12



West Region]

ber from the Management team served as a resource person and facilitator for

each state team over the three years of the project.

Additional resources provided to the states included mini-grants that were given to

each state every year to assist in implementing the state plan. A newsletter was

published twice yearly throughout the project and highlighted individual state

training plans. MCFD also distributed resources and training models. In the final

year, a workshop on strategic planning was held for key participants from each

state. Participants at this workshop were to serve as resource persons for their state

teams in future planning efforts. MCFD also provided funds for follow-up individual

state consultation to each state at the end of the three year project. Parent involve-

ment was embedded in MCFD at many levels including parents as presenters at the

Summer Institutes and as members of the Management Team and state teams.

Products developed by MCFD included a set of outcome indicators for preservice and

inservice training and a planning guide for individualized state training plans.

The Western] Region Faculty llnstitute for Training (WRIFOT) implemented yet

another model for enhancing the participation of higher education faculty in inservice

training. The WRFIT approach was designed to foster training activities in each state

and jurisdiction tailored to local conditions and locally identified priorities. First,

planning teams were formed in each of the 13 states and 4 jurisdictions. These 6-7

person teams were made up of faculty, family members, state department personnel

(Part H, Part B, Training Coordinators, and CSPD staff), and UAP personnel. Across

the 17 planning teams there were a total of 109 team members. Each of these

planning teams conducted a needs assessment and then identified local training

priorities for higher education faculty and, in turn, for service providers. These

priorities were translated into Action Plans by each planning team.

The WRFIT supported the planning teams with a "kickoff conference" on inservice

training, financial assistance, materials and resources, technical assistance and

ongoing consultation. Planning teams designed and implemented two or more

training events for faculty. Rather than using a single curriculum for all of these

events, the WRFIT provided planning teams with a Curriculum Compendium

which thoroughly reviewed 25 of the best currently available curricula about early

intervention. In conjunction with WRFIT consultation, this flexible curricular

approach promoted training content and methods chosen to meet local priorities.

Across the region, 35 such training events were held with over 2,000 participants,

including faculty as well as family members, providers, planners, and other

leaders. Events included Summer Institutes, retreats and seminars, faculty forums,

workshops and conferences.

In order to encourage higher education faculty to connect with their state/jurisdic-

tion planning team and to pilot new ideas, the WRFIT issued mini-grants to 34

faculty, often with a community partner, across the region. The 34 mini-grant

13



projects all involved faculty conducting community-based inservice training. A

tremendous number of themes and accomplishments emerged from the mini-

grants, far beyond what had been anticipated. Recipients of the mini-grants

attended a retreat in Denver to present their accomplishments, network, and learn/

share new ideas for exemplary teaching practices. Additional outcomes of the

WRFIT mini-grant program included training packets, new curricula, and audio-

visual materials developed by many of the mini-grant projects.

In addition to the activities described above, the WRFIT facilitated networking

which enabled state and jurisdiction faculty and other leaders to make intra- and

interstate links for sharing ideas, materials, and collaborative projects. Finally, the

WRFIT developed several products including a new comprehensive curriculum

regarding infants and toddlers with special health care needs, a set of personnel

preparation needs assessment surveys, the Curriculum Compendium, several

training packets and policy papers regarding teaching/training challenges relat0:1

to Part H, and six newsletters.

New collegial relationships
proved to be an important

outcome of regional
Institutes.

Accomplishments
Through the efforts of the faculty Institutes, a number of

individuals were brought together within their regions

and within states to learn new skills and share their

many areas of expertise. These activities produced

several significant accomplishments including the

effective inclusion of parents in all aspects of the Insti-

tutes, the involvement of professionals from a variety of

disciplines in Institute activities, and numerous positive

outcomes including an increase in faculty willingness to

be involved in inservice training.

The Institutes modeled the philosophy of Part H through the successful inclusion

of parents as partners in the planning and conducting of training activities. For

example, in the Southeast Region, 21 percent of the SIFT teams members were

family members of children with disabilities. Family members were also involved

in planning, evaluating and implementing the SIFT project. In the West, each of

the 17 state and jurisdiction WRFIT planning teams included at least one parent of

a child with a disability as a member. Family members of children with disabilities

were in attendance at each of the 35 mini-grant inservice trainings. In the Midwest

Region, Institute participants reported a greater awareness with respect to family

involvement in training that translated into concrete actions in their home states

including funding parent trainers through Part H, parents as equal participants on

state planning efforts, and establishment of a statewide system of parent trainers

available to co-teach with faculty.

14



Sharing ideas across
strafes was one of the

benefits to regional
Institutes

The participants in Institute activities came from diverse disciplines

including but also extending beyond the traditional disciplines

involved in early intervention. Across the Institutes, the majority of

participants were from universities (56%) but participants came from

a number of other setting as well including state agencies (10%),

community colleges (8%) and University Affiliated Programs (7%). A

variety of disciplines were represented among the Institute partici-

pants with special education (14% of the participants), education

(12%) , and psychology (10%) being the most frequent. Other

disciplines represented included speech/language pathology, early childhood

education, nursing, early childhood special education, child development, social

work, physical therapy, occupational therapy, nutrition, medicine, and audiology.

Participants experienced a number of positive outcomes as a result of the Insti-

tutes. Some common evaluation questions were used by all four Institutes in order

to describe nationwide impact. Participants from the Northeast, Midwest, and

Southeast reported a greater willingness to be involved in training early interven-

tion personnel at the preservice, inservice, and technical assistance levels as a

result of their participation in the faculty training. (This question was not utilitzed

with participants in the West). For example, SIFT faculty showed a statistically

significant increase in their commitment and willingness to participate in commu-

nity-based inservice training and technical assistance, and, in fact, did increase the

amount of inservice training they provided after participating in SIFT training.

Participants across the Institutes reported that they were provided with opportuni-

ties in many different areas including the opportunity to:

develop competence in one or more early intervention content areas (78%

participants reported having this opportunity),

develop awareness of and ways to access existing preservice (92%) and

inservice curriculum (92%) materials,

learn to use specific existing preservice (78%) and inservice (82%) curriculum

materials,

learn to use teaching techniques that apply to preservice (80%) and inservice

training (82%), and

examine their own preservice (88%) and inservice (90%) practices within the

context of the training event.

5



Lessons Learned
Several important lessons were learned about the involvement of higher education

faculty in inservice training efforts through the Faculty Institutes such as:

Given support from administrators in higher education and state agencies,

faculty members are willing and eager to become involved in the plan-

ning and implementation of inservice efforts within their states. A barrier

to involving faculty is that inservice training is not a primary part of

university faculty members' positions.

Faculty involvement in inservice training can be encouraged through the use of

incentives and rewards such as seed money, release time, mini-grants,

public recognition, and transportation costs.

Key players in inservice training are the state Part H and CSPD personnel, as

well as higher education faculty, family members, and service providers.

All need to be involved in planning inservice training. Many state agency

leaders outside of the lead agency for early intervention were unaware of

state personnel preparation efforts and were not operating within an

overall plan for personnel preparation. Awareness of state efforts can be

increased.

Faculty appreciate the opportunity to meet and share resources with colleagues

in related fields.

Parents play a critical role in the development, implementation, and evaluation of

training for early intervention professionals.

The four Institutes validated the need for ongoing support and education for

faculty who are training the current and future work force in early intervention. The

field of early intervention has evolved rapidly over the last decade in response to

the passage and implementation of Part H. Infants and their families will receive

the full benefit of the legislation's vision only if those faculty who are training

service providers have been exposed to state of the art practices in early interven-

tion. 111e Faculty Institutes developed and implemented unique models to accom-

plish this task.
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approach. Baltimore, MD: Paul Brookes. This chapter summarizes the model

and initial (cohort 1) findings of the SIFT project. [book chapter].

How to create and use a petting zoo. Catlett, C. (1995). Unpublished guidelines.

Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina, Frank Porter Graham Child

Development Center. This document describes interactive strategies for helping

teachers and trainers to discover new training resources. Free with SASE (self-

addressed stamped envelope).

Inservice personnel preparation quality indicators (see Winton, 1994) and

Preservice personnel preparation quality indicators. Winton, P. (1996).

Checklists. Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina, Frank Porter Graham

Child Development Center. Based on research related to effective practices (see

Winton, 1993), these checklists are useful for reinforcing promising practices

and promoting effective changes in early intervention personnel preparation.

Free with SASE.

Resource guide: Selected early childhood/early intervention training materials.
(5TH Ed.). Catlett, C. 8 Winton, P. (1996). Chapel Hill, NC: University of North

Carolina, Frank Porter Graham Child Development Center. This annotated

bibliography includes over 300 resources that might assist in designing

preservice or inservice instruction. Resources, including curricula, videotapes,

programmed texts, and discussion guides, are grouped by content area (e.g.,

assessment, cultural diversity). $10.00

What we have learned about Part H personnel preparation. Winton, P. (1993).
Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina, Frank Porter Graham Child

Development Center. Pamphlet summarizes research related to effective

practices in early intervention personnel preparation. Free with SASE.
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Northeastern Early
Intervention Faculty
Training Institute
Temple University
College of Education
352 Weiss Hall
13m Street ff
Cecil B. Moore Ave.

Philadelphia, PA 19122
Phone: (215) 204-1396
Fax: (215) 204-5258

NORTHEASYERN EARLY EINTERVIENTEM

FACLIETY TRAgNIIMG ENSITTUTE

Exploring the Dimensions of Parent-Professional Partnerships in the Personnel

Preparation Processan overview of the nature of parent-professional

partnerships, including ways of strengthening partnerships in personnel

preparation.

Instructional Module Seriesincludes all materials necessary to infuse into existing

courses preparing various discipline personnel or as a basis for professional

development; Services for Families (9 units, each of which focus on one of the

principles of family-centered care); Services for Infants and Toddlers (4 units,

including topics such as assessment, activities and routines); Systems Supports

in Early Intervention (3 units on collaboration, teaming, consultation).

Regional Summit on Therapy Services: How-to Manualstrategies for forming

collaborative partnerships among early intervention provider agencies, higher

education therapy preparation programs, and other stakeholders as a means of

enhancing preparation of therapists and decreasing personnel shortages in

early intervention.

Report on Early Intervention Personnel Preparation Programsreport summarizing
the key features of 93 early intervention personnel preparation programs

funded through the Office of Special Education Programs.
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CFD)
C

Midwestern Consoritum for
Faculty Development Center
for Early Education and
Development
202 Pattee Hall
University of Minnesota
150 Pillsbury Drive SE
Minneapolis, MN 55455
Phone: (612) 624-5780
Fax: (612) 624-9344

MIDWESTERN CONSORTIUM IFOR FACULTY DEVELOPMENT

MCFD Outcome Indicators for Early Intervention Training SystemsA listing of
Outcome Indicators that states or institutions can use as benchmarks in

developing and implementing a system of training in early intervention. Free.

Planning Guide: Individualized State Training PlansA step-by-step planning guide
to assist states and other entitites in developing an action plan for training. Four

phases include: Pre-Action Plan preparation, Development of doals and

objectives, Implementation of the action plan, and evaluation of the action plan.

Free.

Final Report: Midwestern Consortium for Faculty DevelopmentA detailed report of
the Consortium's goals, activities and outcomes. The Outcome Indicators and

Planning Guide are included in the appendices for the report. Free.
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Western Region Faculty
Institute for Training
Lea Ann Baker
WRFIT Project Secretary
JFK Center for Developmental
Disabilities-Colorado UAP
University of Colorado Health
Sciences Center
4200 E. 9th Avenue, Box C-234
Denver, CO 80262
Phone: (303) 315-6530
Fax: (303) 315-6844
e-mail: baker@jove.uchsc.edu

WESTERN RIEGOOM FACULTY MIST11TUTE IFOIR MMHG

The WRFIT Curriculum Compendium, 2nd EditionReviews of of the best early

intervention training curricula we could find. $4.50.

Key Challenges and Strategies for Early Intervention Faculty DevelopmentA
strategic report summarizing what the WRFIT has learned about increasing

faculty involvement in early intervention. $2.00.

Understanding the Intent and Implications of Public Law 102-119, Part H A
comprehensive outline about the early intervention movement and legislation

with sections on history, concepts, and processes. Free.

Fun, Interactive Learning Activities for Training in Eacly InterventionA packet of 6
fun, interactive learning activities for training in early intervention. $2.00.

Applying the Many Meanings of Inclusion to Early Childhood Faculty Development

and Personnel PreparationA paper addressing the concept of inclusion,

explicating how the many meanings of the term can be applied to early

intervention training, and providing an "inclusion" checklist applicable to

training. Free.

Update and Quicknotes for Faculty Regarding Part H and the Challenges of Early

Childhood Personnel PreparationA brief policy paper quickly relating

history of Part H to current teaching/training challenges facing higher education.

Free.

Medically Fragile Infants and Toddlers: An Interdisciplinary Training Curriculum
A comprehensive curriculum and package of materials for training in special

health care and developmental needs of infants/toddlers and their families.

The WRFIT Mini-Grant Program: Summary and Regional ListingsA summary
which depicts the innovative nature of the mini-grant program.

Summary of the Accomplishments of WRFIT State/Jurisdiction Planning Teams
An overview of the focal content areas and training events implemented by the

17 planning teams associated with the WRFIT.
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